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Across

3. extremely nervous and easily 

frightened; shy or timid

7. a ghost or ghostly figure; an 

unexplained or unusual appearance

11. done on purpose, deliberate

13. to come to grips with, to wrestle or 

fight with

15. to change direction or course 

suddenly, turn aside, shift, swerve

16. a thing that is added; an appendix 

or addition to a book or written 

document

17. to work with; work together

20. an order having the force of law

24. to make something appear smaller 

than it is; to refer to in a way that 

suggests lack of importance or value

25. an effect or consequence of some 

action or event, result

Down

1. to declare or state as truth, 

maintain or defend, put forward 

forcefully

2. not putting on airs, unpretentious; 

modest

4. to roll about in a lazy, clumsy, or 

helpless way; to overindulge in; to have 

in abundance

5. delicate skill; tact and cleverness

6. to add gradually; to introduce or 

cause to be taken in

8. to ward off, fend off, deflect, 

evade, avoid

9. thin, pale, and careworn as a result 

of worry or suffering; wild-looking

10. withdrawn, standing apart from 

others

12. a person who moves slowly or falls 

behind

14. to bring together, collect, gather, 

especially for oneself; to come together, 

assemble

18. to assign or distribute in shares or 

portions

19. to trouble, haunt, or fill the mind

21. broken stones or bricks; ruins

22. To reduce to nothing; to make 

ineffective or inoperative; to declare 

legally invalid or void

23. the quality or characteristic 

belonging or associated with someone or 

something


